Mursion is a mixed-reality simulator that provides students and professionals within education, healthcare, hospitality management and sales and leadership a safe space in which they can hone professional skills. Participants have the opportunity to interact with unique avatars in a variety of workplace environments and can receive real-time coaching and feedback from instructors and peers.

**Healthcare Environment**
Virtual medical examination room - used for single patient interactions or dual patient scenarios. There are a combination of child and adult avatars in this environment, which is helpful for pediatric scenarios.

**Conference Environment**
Funded by a National Science Foundation grant project for diversity and inclusion training, these multi-avatar environments can also be used for leadership, office, and sales scenarios. Both informal and corporate environments are included for configuration options across a wide array of domains.

**Office/Meeting Environment**
Including 13 interchangeable avatars dressed in corporate attire, this office environment can be used for simulations that prepare learners for intense interpersonal interactions.
Upper Elementary Environment
Created with funding from the National Science Foundation and designed in partnership with Educational Testing Service in order to improve preservice elementary teachers’ ability to orchestrate discussions in science and mathematics; this set of upper elementary students can be used across content domains.

Middle School Environment
This middle school classroom was developed in partnership with the Massachusetts Department of Secondary and Elementary Education, and includes many options for pre- and in-service teacher training. The children can be placed in rows or in a small group discussion. There are 8 youth avatars to choose from, including a child with autism, an English language learner and a child with a language-based learning disability. There is also an adult avatar that can be used for family conferences.

Hospitality/Customer Service Environments
These restaurant and hospitality environments can be used for a wide variety of leadership, human resources, sales and diversity & inclusion scenarios. They can also be used to train general managers and food service workers in how to handle challenging customers.